THE WHITE BEAR

FOLK & BOAT
FESTIVAL
SUNDAY
1PM
BARRELHOUSE JUKES
Barrelhouse Jukes is a 3-piece acoustic blues and roots band based in Staffordshire and Cheshire.
We play our own interpretation of Blues, Jazz with a West Coast feel thrown in for good measure.
We play many of the local festivals including Nantwich, Newcastle, Middlewich, Leek, Stafford & Congleton
and also various bikers rallys. Expect to hear the likes of T Bone Walker, Roosevelt Sykes, Rev. Gary Davis,
Muddy Waters, Dave Alvin, Hot Tuna & Steamhammer amongst others.

2PM
BAXTER
Baxter is the musical duo of Hayley Strangelove and Paul Senior
Expect quirky covers and ridiculous banter!

3PM
JOELLE EDWARDS
4PM
OLI NG BAND

Oli Ng is a Singer-Songwriter from Crewe, Cheshire.
Taking influences from the likes of Springsteen, The Gaslight Anthem and a like, Oli's songwriting has something
for everyone. His LIVE show has been crafted from relentless touring across the UK and Europe,
as well as performing in Hong Kong.

5:30PM
CINDER HILL
6PM
BLAKE BASTION
Blake Bastion is an English singer, songwriter, musician and producer from Brighton.
Combining intricate guitar playing, eclectic rhythms and lively melodies, with deep bass
and rich vocals, Blake Bastion creates timeless sounding songs in a modern style. His heartfelt,
soul searching lyrics seek to find purpose in our fast paced and ever changing world. Influences
of Jeff Buckley, Chris Cornell and Sting can be heard in his voice, and as often found with guitarists
that grew up listening to their parents records, he played along with Jimi Hendrix, Led Zeppelin
and Eric Clapton from an early age.

7:30PM
JP AND THE RAZORS
JP and the Razors are a cool, three piece RnB/Country/Folk/Blues outfit who entertain for the hell of it!
Way back in the early ‘naughties’ they were just another good time bar band mixing country, folk and
rock n roll together in the pubs and clubs. They were then a 4 piece outfit called ‘Jonny and the Razors’!
fROOTS writer Si Jones diversely compared them to The Pogues, The Faces, Lindesfarne and Squeeze!
But then went on to say that they were ‘A bunch of free thinkers who played for the hell of it and
entertained royally into the bargain’.

9PM
TOM HINGLEY

lead singer of legendary Manchester band – The Inspiral carpets
He has a huge following.

